The Wolfe Institute

The Ethyle R. Wolfe Institute for the Humanities,
in cooperation with the Hitchcock Institute for Studies in American Music,
and the American Studies Program at Brooklyn College,
presents a lecture and performance

All You Jim Crow Fascists!
Woody Guthrie’s Freedom Songs

Will Kaufman is professor of American literature and culture at the University of Central Lancashire, Preston, England. His writings on American culture include American Culture in the 1970s (Edinburgh University Press, 2009) and most recently Woody Guthrie: American Radical (University of Illinois Press, 2011). The latter explores the link between Guthrie’s progressive politics and his songs, and his lasting influence on American and international protest song movements. A talented folk singer and instrumentalist, Kaufman has performed hundreds of musical presentations on Woody Guthrie’s music throughout the Europe and the United States.

Thursday, September 20, 2012
12:30 to 2:05 p.m.
Woody Tanger Auditorium
Brooklyn College Library

For information: 718.951.5847 wolfeinstitute@brooklyn.cuny.edu Twitter: twitter.com/Wolfe_Institute